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QuadAir GPS 4K Drone Upgrade

www.DroneCloneXperts.com
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PRODUCT CONFIGURATION
Packing list
Aircraft*1   Blades set*2  Guards*4
Screwdriver*1  USB charging cable*1  Remote control*1  Battery*1

Basic parameters
Wheelbase:300mm  Height:75mm   Total weight:248g
Battery:7.4V 1200mah 25C  Charging time:about 3 hours
Flight time:about 13-15minutes  
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Blades(with blades clip clamp)installation/demolition
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Guards installation
Insert the 2 guards on the cage into the 2 holes on the bottom of the fuselage and press them into place. 

USB
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Compass calibration
(GPS calibration)

Power Indicator

Emergency stop

Throttle controller Direction controller

One-key return

Headless mode

Switch

One-key take off

One-key landing
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Google play IOS

Waypoint
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Press the headless mode button to enter the headless mode, the taillight of the aircraft indicator 
flashes quickly, the remote control emits a beep, and press again to exit the mode.

The aircraft has a return function. If the return point is successfully recorded before take-off, if the 

communication signal is lost between the remote control and the aircraft or the return button is 

pressed, the aircraft will automatically return to the return point and land to prevent accidents.

The aircraft has three different return modes:

1. One-key return

2. Out of control return

3. Low battery return

Return point:

During the takeoff or flight, when the GPS signal receives more than 7 stars for the first time, it will 

be recorded as the current position of the aircraft as the return point.

ONE-KEY RETURN
When the GPS signal is good (the number of satellites is greater than 7), the return can be started by 
the remote control button. The return flight process is consistent with the uncontrolled return flight. 
The difference is that when the aircraft returns to land, the user can control the aircraft through the
 joystick to avoid obstacles. Press the button to exit the return and the user can regain control.

Press one button to return

Press the button to 
enter the headless mode.

Note: The headless direction is the head of the aircraft before taking off.
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BRAND：EACHINE
ITEM NAME：520S


